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Answer Five Questions Only

Ql: Consider the following two reactions taking place in a plug flow reactor:

K1
A+B ---------------- C

K2
B+C ---------------+ D

The concentration ofvarious species are given by the following differential equations:

The initial conditions are: at x:0 (inlet), Ce:l mol/m3 , Ce=1 mol/m3, Cc:O mol/m3, and Co:0
mol/m3. The rate constant of the reactions are k1=l m3/mol.s and k2:0.1 m3/mol.s. Write program to

determine the concentration ofspecies A, B, C and D at 5 m from the entrance. (20 marks)

Q2: Use matlab to fit following vapor pressure vs temperature data in fourth order polynomial. Then calcu.

late the vapor pressure when T:95 C'.( by two ways).

(20 marks)

Q3: Use loop to find the bubble point temperature of temary system (40% mol Ethanol, 207n mol Water

and 40% mol Benzene). The vapor pressure for tkee components are calculated by:

For component A:

For component B:

For component C:

For component D:

Ethanol
Water
Benzene
Where:

Ki=Pi/Pt

udcA = _klrCACB
dx

udcB = -klCACB -k2CBCcd.x

1!9'-p16trgg-kzcBCc
dx

udcD = k2CBCc
dx

pE:exp(1 8.5-3578(T-50)
pw:exp( 1 8.3-3 8161(T -46)
p e: exp(l 6.4 -27 88(T-52)

PF76O yi=Ki.xi atbubble point lyi = lKi.xi. = 1

(20 marks)

Q4: Calculate the compositions ofthe liquid and vapor phases for the acetone - acetonitrile- nitromethane

System. The feed tomposition is u=0.3, zz:0.3 and zt:O '4 ' At the given temperature, Pr'ut:200 kpa,
pu'ut=97 kpa and P:'ut=50 kpa. The pressure of the systemis 100 kpa. Assume the system to follow
Raoult's law.
Given:

Yi = Ki. "'
1-V +VKr

.zi
1-v+v.Ki

LYt-l,xi-7

Tem(c') -19.6 -1 1.5 -2.6 7.6 15.4 26.t 42.2 60.6 80.1

Pre(kpa) 5 10 20 40 60 100 200 400 160



Q5: The position x as a function of time of a particle that moves along a straight line is given by:

x(t):0.413 -2t2 -5t+ 13
The velocity v(t) of the particle is determined by the derivative of x(t) with respect to t, and the
acceleration a(t) is determined by the derivative of v(t) with respeci to t.

Derive the expressions for the velocity and acceleration of the particle, and make plots of the
position, velocity, and acceleration as a function of time for (0-7) s. Use the subplot command to make
The three plots on same page with the plot the position on the top, the velocity ui th. middle, and the
acceleration at the bottom. Label the axes appropriately. (20 marks)

Q6: Oil droplets of diameter 2mmare to be settled from air at25 Co and 1 atm. The density of oil is 900
Kg/m3. Calculate the terminal settling velocity of the particles for air of these conditions, the viscosity
of oil is 1.85*10-s kg/m.s.

Co is given by:

cD =#<, *g.15B"oosz; (20 marks)

Good luck
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